Hook
Our classrooms will become
Ancient Egyptian tombs and our
teachers Egyptian embalmers,
who will teach us the
mummification process in a
practical lesson.

Spiritual and moral
We will look at images of the
Ancient Egyptians and ask what
some of the statues and symbols
meant to them. We will also
discover why they buried their
Pharaohs as mummies and why
they thought they should be
buried with their riches.

Learning beyond our
Classroom
Using our outdoor STEM area we
will create maps of Egypt.

Focussed Learning
Outcomes
We will create film trailers for
our own adventure stories.

Art
Ancient Egyptians were skilled craftsmen and artists. Using them as inspiration we will create our own tomb
paintings and death marks.

History
We will investigate the lives of the Ancient
Egyptians through the discovery of the tomb
of Tutankhamen and the discoveries of archaeologist, Howard Carter.

English
We will write Newspaper
Reports with the help of a
local journalist. We will write
stories of mystery and suspense and poems that have a
definite structure (Haiku/
Cinquin/ rhyming couplets/
shape Poetry). We will use
the Tadeo Jones animation to
develop our own adventure
stories.

Scientists
The process of mummification will act
as a stimulus for further exploration
of the human skeleton and organs,
learning about their purposes. We will also learn
about
human
teeth.

Computing
We will become presenters,
using moviemaker to edit and
create videos.
R.E.
We will find out about the origins of Judaism and God’s promises to the Hebrews using stories about the journey to
the Promised Land, the Hebrew’s enslavement in Egypt and the role of Moses. We will learn how some of these
events are remembered and celebrated
today.

Music
We will explore Egyptian Pyramid
Graphic scores.

French
We will learn the names of body parts; some
names of common pets/animals and 2D
shapes in French. We will also explore how
Easter is celebrated in France.

P.E
We will create our own ‘Life
on the Nile’ dances and develop our orienteering skills

